Abstract-One of the main task for deep sea submersible is for event / object observation, e.g., new species fish or shrimp, strange topography. In this paper, by concerning deep sea animal motion or any interesting event as unusual event, we propose a new visual framework for unusual deep sea event analysis, which intends to reduce the onboard crew labor and improve the accuracy and efficiency accordingly. In comparison with most state-of-the-arts focus on fish tracking, ours contains much more diverse functions including unusual event detection, tracking and summarization. All these tasks are based on Chinese deep sea submersible, Jiaolong, mounted several video cameras around it. Specifically, for the PTZ camera, our framework can first automatically detect the unusual event by visual saliency, and track the corresponding object with the our previous online learning tracker; moreover, human operator can manually re-initialize it anytime to achieve human-in-loop control. For other stationary camera, we extract the key frames by our video summarization with group sparsity. To justify the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed visual framework, a new deep sea unusual event dataset is collected from the offline recorded Jiaolong video cameras, and annotated by ourselves for a fair evaluation. Experimental results are reported based on our own dataset, where our method can detect, track and summarize the unusual event properly.
I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work focuses on the automatic video analysis for Chinese manned deep sea submersible, i.e., Jiaolong, where the main intention is for deep sea observation and deep sea sample collection. Due to the videos of Jiaolong are online monitored and analyzed by human operators manually, in this paper, our intention is to assist human operator to reduce the onboard human labor and improve the accuracy and efficiency. There are several previous works focused on the deep sea visual analysis, where most of them concern fish tracking. For example, [1] achieves autonomous fish tracking by using monocular camera. [2] designs a spars fish tracking method. [3] track fish depending on stereo videos with low quality and low frame rate. [4] proposes a deformable multiple kernel tracker using moving platform. There are also deep see saliency event detection, e.g., [5] . Therefore, we propose a semi-automatic visual framework for unusual deep sea event analysis, which is mainly referred as deep sea animal motion or any interesting evens. In comparison with most of state-of-the-arts only have single function, e.g., tracking, our framework proposes comprehensive solution by including unusual event detection, tracking and summarization. Specifically, for the PTZ camera, our framework can first automatically detect the unusual event by visual saliency, and track the corresponding object with the our previous online learning tracker; moreover, human operator can manually re-initialize it anytime to achieve human-inloop control. For other stationary camera, we extract the key frames by our video summarization with group sparsity. For a fair evaluation, a new deep sea unusual event dataset is also built to justify the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed visual framework.
In general, the contributions of our paper are as follows: i Instead of most state-of-the-art only considering animal tracking for deep sea submersible, we propose a new deep sea visual application, i.e., unusual event analysis including detection, tracking and summarization, where unusual events are mainly concerned as new species fish, shrimp, crab or seabed topography, seabed mineral . ii We design a general visual framework, where unusual event is detected by visual saliency, tracked by our previous online learning tracker, and summarized by our group sparsity key frame extraction. iii Depending on Chinese Jiaolong deep sea submersible platform, we build a new video dataset for deep sea event analysis with manually annotation, including about 11 video clips for detection and tracking and 2 simulated long video for summarization. This paper is organized as follows. Related works about deep fish visual analysis are briefly introduced in Sec. II. In Sec.III, we review the our platform, Jiaolong. Sec. IV introduces our visual framework, including unusual event detection, tracking and summarization, respectively. Experiments results and comparisons are presented in Sec. V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
Most state-of-the-arts about deep sea visual analysis is about fish detection and tracking. Since the detection and tracking of fish in the deep ocean is important for ocean fish behaviors measurement, and is very helpful for the study of animal behavior, the growth and health of fish. However, it is quite difficult for deep ocean fish detection [6] , [7] and tracking [8] , [9] , [10] . First, search particular events of interest manually from video database is extremely timeconsuming and troublesome process [11] . Second, identification of the deep-sea fish is difficult, since fishes in sea could have various shapes when swimming and fishes always overlapped with each other restricted by the camera angle and distance. Moreover, many deep-sea fishes have weak textures and different species may have the similar appearance. All these factors will make the detection and automatic tracking algorithms difficult. Many approaches have been proposed in the literature for underwater target analysis. In [12] , Palazzo et al. proposed a clustering-based approach for the analysis of fish trajectories, with the purpose of detecting unusual events. They use the k-means algorithm to group similar trajectories together, and detect the trajectories do not fall into any common clusters, therefore representing unusual behaviors. Terayama et al. tracking dense fish group by using an appearance-based method in [13] and present the improved model in [14] . By giving the number of fish in a dense fish group, parameters such as positions, angles and scales can be estimated by matching all of the combinations of the possible values. Their algorithm is apparently quite slow, and their model is not parameterized. Zhou et al. use Gabor filter to achieve texture [15] and following a linear regression method to extract image features. Their method could mark the fish body and tail by finding the distinctive dark lines of fishes. While this method has several limitations: this model assumes that only one fish appears in each frame, and the fish must swim perpendicular to the camera lens without occluded. Gebali et al. [5] proposed a video abstraction method to automatic detect events of interest from deepsea videos. They first extract the video abstraction form deep-sea videos by using a spatio-temporal corner detection method, and then obtain summary video clips contains events of interest by using a events detection method. The limitation of this method is that small and slow moving animals cannot be captured in video abstract. Moreover, the execution time is very large for processing a video. In [16] , Yi et al. proposed a sparse sample collection and representation method (SSCR) based on the compressive sensing concept for fish tracking. They compared with the Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM), the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit(OMP), regularized OMP, and so on. Their method achieves higher tracking results than other methods, while this method cannot handle multiple fish tracking and occluded fish tracking problems. Chuang et al. present a method in [4] , [17] for multiple fish tracking in stereo videos with low-contrast and low-frame-rate(LFR) images. They use a histogram back-projection approach to ensure an accurate segmentation result and a multiple-object tracking algorithm via a modified Viterbi data association to overcome the bad continuity of motion. This method could achieve an effective tracking performance for underwater fish videos. While it based on the fixed stereo camera, therefore it is hard to deal with tracking problems with dynamic background videos. To address this problem, Chuang et al. proposed a new tracking algorithm for moving cameras in [4] . Inspired by the effectiveness of the Deformable Part Model (DPM) in object detection, they define a set of feature kernels to represent object not only the holistic parts but also the local parts, such as color histogram, texture histogram, and HOG features. Using the mean-shift algorithm for multiple fish tracking. The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art tracking approaches for dynamic cameras fish tracking. The limitation is that the combined image features are difficult to overcome the influence of unstable illumination, various object shapes, and ubiquitous image noise underwater. In [18] , Rui et al. present a dynamic model hypothesis to perform fish trajectory tracking. They track the fish trajectory by using the multiple previous cues and current predictions getting from the hierarchical hybrid Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) ensemble with the dynamic state space model, the color distribution model, and the object recognition model.
In comparison with most state-of-the-arts focus on fish tracking, ours contains much more diverse functions including unusual event detection, tracking and summarization, which intends to reduce the onboard crew labor and improve the accuracy and efficiency accordingly.
III. OUR PLATFORM AND MISSION
Our platform is based on the Chinese manned deep sea submersible, i.e., Jiaolong, as shown in Fig. 1 , which can dive to a depth of over 7, 000m. The total crew number is 3, including 1 pilot and 2 scientists, and the total weight of Jiaolong in air is 22 tons powered by silver-zinc battery. Jiaolong is a hybrid platform for deep sea research, where the main intention is for deep sea observation and deep sea sample collection, e.g., new species of fish, shrimp, new minerals. In order to collect various deep sea samples, two 7-DOF hydraulic manipulator robot arms mounted in front of the main body. There are several cameras and LED lights mounted on the front and side around the main body of Jiaolong, which can be used for deep sea animal observation, security monitoring, visual guided operation, etc.
IV. OUR UNUSUAL DEEP SEA EVENT ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
In this section, our visual framework will be proposed for unusual event analysis, where the unusual event can be considered as the event of interesting, e.g., the new species fish, shrimp, crab, deep sea plants, or valuable deep sea mineral. Due to there are several video cameras mounted on the Jiaolong platform, our main intention is to reduce the labor intensity of onboard scientist instead of keeping on monitoring all screens continuously, and could also be performed as an alarming system to decrease the missing probability by human subjectively.
Generally, the visual framework as shown in Fig. 7 includes three key components, 1) the unusual event detection starts to work on the submariner stage and intends to detect various unusual event by visual saliency; 2) the unusual event tracking is used to track the object initialized by the previous unusual event detection component, and moreover, human operator can manually re-initialize it anytime to achieve human-in-loop control; 3) the unusual event summarization works on the dive, submariner, and float stage, where the generated key frames are used for unusual event alarm or quick overview of the long video. Please check the following subsections for more details.
A. Unusual Deep Sea Event Detection
In comparison with some state-of-the-art methods by considering moving foreground objects as interesting of event using background model, we adopt the visual saliency to detect unusual deep sea event due to our visual cameras are mounted on a moving platform instead of the stationary seafloor camera.
Visual saliency detection has become a valuable and effective way in computer vision, which can be widely applied in object tracking, abnormal detection and video compression. Most bottom-up based saliency models compute feature maps for several feature channels respectively and then combine these maps to produce a final saliency map linearly. However, most researches do not concentrate on how various feature dimensions build the final visual saliency. In order to handle this problem, we adopt the Erdem et al.'s [19] propose a saliency estimation model based on the local definition of saliency. The saliency of the image is measured depending on how much it differs from the patch based basis around it. To represent each patch, they extract covariance matrices of simple image features extracted from each local patch as representation, known as meta-features, which provides a nonlinear solution to the feature integration step. And then the saliency of a local imagepatch is directly computed by means of the distances between its covariance descriptor and those of the surrounding patches, and then the saliency map is estimated accordingly.
The unusual event are captured the bounding box by the non-maximum suppression depending on the saliency map. The score of the event is calculated by accumulating the probability value inside the bounding box. We can then preset a threshold to score of the event, i.e., the value of the event is greater than the threshold, we considered it as a positive unusual event; and vice verse.
B. Unusual Deep Sea Event Tracking
Depending on the visual saliency results, we can initialize the tracker template. Due to there are significant non-rigid deformation of deep sea event, e.g., the deep sea fish, we consider the tracking process as an online learning procedure and adopt the online learning tracker [20] to handle this.
Visual object tracking can be considered as an online procedure to adaptively measure the foreground object similarity itself. However, most previous algorithms always adopt offline metric learning to evaluate this process or use a fixed metric that cannot reflect the dynamic process; some tracking methods are based on online metric learning, while they often suffer from overfitting issues. To overcome these issues, we propose a self-supervised tracking method that incorporates adaptive metric learning and semi-supervised learning into a unified framework. For similarity measurement, we design a new online metric learning model via low rank constraint to deal with the overfitting problem. Our model [20] is defined as following:
where the first term in Euq. (1) is the lose function, and the second term is the low rank regularization constraint. X ∈ R d×r is the model matrix (d is the feature dimension and r is the matrix rank. Specially, we employ the max-norm as the complexity measurement of matrices instead of the trace-norm measurement used in our previous work. This can not only ensures the matrix maintains the low rank property to overcome overfitting problem, but also reduces the computational complexity of the model from O(n 3 ) to O(n 2 ). Moreover, by combining the information of stored training templates and unlabeled testing samples, we can establish a bi-linear graph accordingly to the label propagation of each sample. Therefore, we can collect high-confidence samples for self-training the online learning model and update the templates concurrently to handle large-scale data samples.
C. Unusual Deep Sea Event Summarization
Even all the video data will be recorded for backup, we have to extract the key frames by visual summarization, which will be recommended to human operators in order to reduce the labor burden and save time. In this paper, the video summarization is depending on our previous work scalable video summarization via sparse dictionary selection [21] , where the key technology is based on the group sparsity via 2,1 norm. We formulate our video summarization model as:
where B ∈ R d×n is the original video shot feature pool; X ∈ R n×n is the pursuit coefficient matrix; and λ ∈ [0 1] is the pre-set tuning parameters. The first term in Eq.2 is the reconstruction term which measures the quality of model reconstruction by using the selected dictionary to recover the whole feature pool. The second term of Eq.2 is the regularization term which constraints the sparse property of dictionary selection. It follows that Eq. 2 leads to a sparse solution for X, i.e., X is sparse in terms of rows and the dictionary consists of features with X i. 2 = 0. Our model can achieve an efficient global optimization with the convergence rates as O(1/K 2 ) (where K is the iteration counter), in contrast to traditional sub-gradient descent methods of O(1/ √ K). In practice, we first online segment the video into video shot, extract the global color and texture feature of each frame as our previous work [21] , and then the feature in the video shot will generated the feature pool B. Finally, the key frame of each video shot will be extracted by our model in Eq. (2), and recommended to human.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we present several experiment results and comparisons to validate our proposed method depending on our new deep sea video dataset.
A. Dataset
We collect several recorded videos from Chinese deep sea submersible, Jiaolong, where each time occupies more than 10 hours. Several biologist are invited to select and annotated the unusual events from these videos, where most of them are new species fishes, shrimp, etc. The video analysis for the unusual deep sea event has several different tasks, we categorized it into two subdatasets. A. For unusual deep sea event detection and tracking, we totally collect 11 video clips as shown in Fig. 3 with the length of the videos varying from 50 to 2868 frames, and all these videos contain various challenges, e.g., the illumination, rotation and scale changes, fast motion and heavy occlusion. The original image resolution is 768 × 576. The objects, e.g., the fish and shrimp, from these video clips are annotated with the bounding box every five frames by human annotator manually. B. For unusual deep sea event summarization, we totally have 2 long videos, where each includes several unusual events. Our algorithm need to extract key frames from these videos.
B. Unusual Deep Sea Event Detection Result
The unusual deep sea event detection is based on the visual saliency algorithm, where the saliency map are first estimated with the value of each pixel corresponding to the probability of unusual event. Then the unusual event are marked by the bounding box generated by the non-maximum suppression depending on the saliency map. Our results are shown in Fig. 4 , and we can see that interesting fish or shrimp are detected properly, and the small deep sea animal are detected as well. These objects are used to initialize the template for further object tracking. 
C. Unusual Deep Sea Event Tracking Result
In this subsection, we compare our online tracking model with three state-of-the-arts as follows:
1) The multiple instance tracker (MIL) [22] , 2) Fast Compressive Tracking (FCT) [23] , 3) Tracking-learning-detection (TLD) [24] 4) Our previous work Online Metric Learning Tracker (Ours) [20] .
We adopt two evaluation criteria for a fair comparison: The first evaluation criterion is the Overlap Rate (OR). The greater the OR value is, the better the tracker performs. It is clear that OR ∈ [0, 1] and OR ≡ 1 ideally. The second evaluation criterion is the Center Position error (CP), i.e., the Euclidean distance of the center position between the tracker predicted target and the human labeled groundtruth. Therefore, the smaller the value of CE is, the better the performance of the corresponding tracker will be (CP ≡ 0 ideally). In comparison our online metric learning tracker with state-of-the-arts for deep sea unusual event tracking, the corresponding curves of center error and overlap rate using two video clips are shown in 
D. Unusual Deep Sea Event Summarization Result
In this subsection, we will propose the unusual deep sea event summarization using our new offline video dataset. The results are shown in Fig. 7 , where the key frames are extracted from 5 different camera channels. We can see that the unusual / interesting events are summarized, e.g., different species of fish approaching our Jiaolong submersible from far distance, the robot arms collecting deep sea mineral samples and inserting identification flag. These extracted key frames can be used to reduce the labor intensity of onboard scientist instead of keeping on monitoring all screens continuously, and could also be performed as an alarming system to decrease the missing probability by human subjectively.
VI. CONCLUSIONSS AND FURTHER WORKS
In this paper, we propose a semi-automatic visual framework for deep sea submersible visual observation, where we concern deep sea animal motion or any interesting event as unusual event. Our proposed framework intends to reduce the onboard crew labor and improve the accuracy and efficiency, which incudes three key components, such as unusual event detection, tracking and summarization. Depending on Chinese deep sea submersible as the platform, Jiaolong, a new deep sea unusual event dataset is collected and annotated for research. Experiments based on our own dataset are also proposed to justify the effectiveness of our framework. In the future, we will keep on this topic, and improve our work in the following topics:
• We will continue to improve our unusual deep sea event datasets, such as adding new videos, annotating new groundtruth. Moreover, we will public our dataset for research purposes soon.
• The current proposed visual framework is only tested via the offline recorded video dataset, we then will try to apply it online on the Jiaolong deep sea submersible platform, which will actually help the scientists to reduce the labor and improve the efficiency.
• We wish to extend our framework to unmanned remote ocean vehicle (ROV) as well, which has the similar task as the manned deep sea submersible.
